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INSTRUCTION FOR DISTANT LEARNERS
.THROUGH TECNNOLOGY

J. Terence Kelly and Klmala Anardam

Miami-Oade Comolutity College

INTRODUCTION

Our present day society is caught up in an era of Phenomenal changes in technologyil

ThiS truly is a world-wide revolution!

Lunar landings, he>t transplants, commQnications satellites, and high-speed

computers are'expanding human interactions on this earth and beyond. Intercontinental

jet travel, instant TV replays, microwave ovens, and copy machines are altering one's

perception and use of tire. Virtually no One Person or place in our ciVilized giobal

community can escape the accelerated pace cf Man and machine. Technological advance-

ments surround us and perpetually outdate themselves.

The effect of the sophisticated devices of modern day on human beings takes many

fnrms. At the extremes are good and evil with the full rarge of human conditions

distributed between them. The long-term impact of continued alterations to curnent

conditions on the individual is best left to the scrutiny of behavior scientists.

But it is clear, even to the casual observer of contemPorary society, that mechanical

advancements are dramatically changing the basic 'ife Patterns of the inhabitants of

this planet.

One cannot afford to be oblivious to the vcume and velocity of technological

change, no,not even the educators. The "ivOrY tower" of academim should provide no

comfort and is as vulnerable to technological shock as ally other segment of society.

Consequently, an on-going process of evaluaion at college level is eisential, if

not imperative.

The ultimate goal for those designing educational programs is to determine what

existing forms of technology cer be efh100Yed hance the mission of a particular

educational enterprise. 'his question rust te internalized by the conStituencies of

each institution in order to arrive lt a satisfactory answer that is aligred to the
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out conscientiously and systematically, there can be real promise

of college teaching. We shall proceed to explain our contention

experiences at Miami-Dade Community College.

MIAMI-DADE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

For the past quarter of a century, America has introduced each decade with a new

theme ion i'igher education. In the 1950's, the theme could have been "accent on se-

lection." In the 1960's, it was "accent on access." For the 1970's, it is Laccent

on learning" (Cross, 1976).

This new theme, "accent

This implies a renewed emphasis on teaching.

on learning," penetrated many Institutions of hicher

learning in the Lnited States. The college we represent was very much at the fore-

front of this mbvement. Since this is an International Conference, it will be in

order (we hopeY to mention that Miami-Dade-Community College is regarded as one of

the leading community colleges in the United States. Many distinguished educators

from other countries have visited Miami-Dade over thc years cecause it serves as an

excellent model for a comprehensive two-year community-based college. It offers a

variety of educational progrars to approximately 60,000 students enrolled in its four

major cimpuses or ateducational centers located throughout the Miami area. The

President of the college, Dr. Peter Masiko, Jr., is recognized as one of the out-
.

standing leaders of educational reform in the United States. The college's Execu-

tive Vice President, Dr. Robert H. McCabe, through his creative mind and extraordinary

skills, has instituted rani instructional programs that have achieved success, not

only at our college but throughout the country.

In the early seventies, one of the dilemmas Miami-Dade found was how to exPand

its services to a population yet unreached by the college without constructing new

facilities or increasing expenditures ivordinately. But influenced by the British

Open University and the availability of a variety oftechnology, a new open-learning

program was formulated to serve individuals who could not attend regular on-campus

-2-
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classes.. Thus, these distant learners provided the imp,Aus for new instructional

designs and teaching strategies. The result was-Miami-Dade's-first adventure into

open learning.

The-authors of Diversity by Design (1973) aptly expressed the spirit of the

- concept of "open leaking" when they described it as ua philosophy of learning, a

craft of teaching, a vision of life." In presenting the instructional program for

distant learners at Miami-Dade Community College, we would like to share with ycu our

philosophy of learning and arrangement of the learning environment for the student.

UNIQUE EDUCATIONAL SETTING

Students enrolling for distant learning at Miami-Dade are assigned to the

Division of Open College--a unique educational setting. This setting finds students,

approximat2ly 2,000 each term, remote from the campus, having the ability to apply,

register, purchase course materials, and proceed at their own pace through carefully

designed courses, without the need to come to the campus on a prescribed time sched-

ule. Mid-term and final examinations are offered on campus unless students.gualify

as shut-ins, whereby special testing arrangements aee made. Many of the students

study in their homes, some on their job loCations, some in hospttals and pqnal in-

stitutions, and others by coming to the campus and studying at their own cow-lenience.

Students in Cpen Collzge represent a great cross.section bf the iocal population--men

and woiren, ages ranging from 17 to 60, with the average age being 35 alvd comprising

approximately 15 percent of minorit flrollment categories.

111

Some 20,000 students during the last five years at Miami-Dade Community College

have been exposed to afi external open-learning program that has relied heavily on

telephones, radios, television, and computers and a host of other electronic gadget,

to facilitate an individualized approach to learning at a distance. What has been

developing during thfs per",c:j -Of time is a personalized system of instruction.built

around impersonalized devices. Of course, it is not the machines that personalize

the program, but the creative minds of the faculty who manipulate the hardware to

-3-
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produce an environment conducive to learniqg.

Courses for college credit have been-developed and delivered to cofncide with

national showing in the-U.c. of i'a?avision series produced by the BBC such as 'The

Ascent of Man" and "Classical Theatre." -The most significant addition to the courses

made available for distant learners is a history course utilizing the national tele-

.

cait of Alex Haley's ROOTS series on a commercial network. This series is claimed to

hive attracted the largest viewing audience in the U.S. for any television broadcast

by any network. Besides courses developed around national showing of television

series, other courses beina.offered utilize local broadcasts of television and radio

programs.

Considering the large number of students in combination wtth a small faculty,

i,te,becomes importaot to _eal witn students as unique individuals. Our goal is to

determine how well students are proceeding, to discover their particular needs, and

then to provide the pertinent support so that they.can be successful. This is where

technology can offer the greatest promise.

There are three essential components of.the open=learning program: audio meter-.

ials, video raterials, and print materials. These three--audio, video, and print--

used in conjunction with a two-way computer-based communication system known as RSVP

provide individualized learning. RSVP (Response System with Variable Prescriptions)

is critical to the learning process as it integrates the other components into a

cohesive and meaningful learning program for the student.

COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUC-ION

The individualized instruction via RSVP can te best understood if it.0
is seen as

faculty-student dialogues in the wrftten mode. There are -three stages in the dialogues,

which Orogess in a spiral manner to the conclusion of the course.

1.

1.

The faculty develops multiple-choice iters to elicit stulpt responses rela-

tive to academic materials at strategic points of a course. These items,

which'attempt to assess students' progress in both cognitive ind affective

A
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domains, are grouped into unit surveyi and are made al&ilable to thetudent

at tile point of entry in the program.

2. The-stfident utilizes as many of the course components as desired and responds

to the RSVP multiple-choice iters on a mark-sense card and mails it to the.

faculty.

3. The survey is processed through the computer which re-sults in a persOnal

RSVP letter to the student and incfiaes individualized variable prescript.lions.

The variable prescriptions may be based on student responses,,as well as

their characteristics (age, week of entry, past perforimance, etc.). In the

letter, the faculty emphasizes the(' relevant points from the various com-

ponents, thus providing a cohesive plan for distant learning.

For the student learning from a distance, the video materials can take the form
-

of either open=circuit television broadcasts delivered directly in the home, or they

can be video materials that are available on closed-circuit or as video cassettes.

The same is true of the audio material, which can be delivered either at the home by

open-circuit broadcast or available as audio cassetfes. In-iddition to these rediated

materials therm are an array of print materials which include the textbook, anthology,

study guides and supplemental materiOs. Some, or all of these materials, can be

used by studen0 at their-own pace, in their own setting. Thus, the student at a

diitance becomes the principal initiator for learning. The purpoSe of the Miami-Dade

program is to present the materials in such a way that students do not perceive the

distance as a deterrent or feel that they are in total isolation from the faculty who

have designed the program. The psychological distance can be shortened, if not elim-

inated altogether, 6y the u$g of the RSVP system.

THE STUDENT AS THE INITIATOR

Figure 1 depicts a conceptual framework of how the various materials form a

cohesive fnstructional program, catering to the needs of the individual students who

are learning at a distance. This model places thedent in.the center of the learn-

7
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'Mg program, and the choices.available to the student.become not only numerousbut

many are also freed of time constraintt. The nUmber of choices for instructional

support, repeated use of the materials, and elImination of time constraints place the

Orime responsibility on the students as they work their way through the program.

4
The principles underlying the model are:

1. The human mind in.the open learning program Yi Miaini -Dade Community College

is not a single mind: It is a collaborative mind emerging as an autcone of

several minds from the administrative, instructional, research, technical,

cleriCal and para-professional personnel. Blessing or bane?, Both. As the

sayings go "Two heads are better than one," and "Too many cooks spoil the

broth." We have seen both at action in 'our setting.

2. Offering a course 'for distant learners dictates advanced planning which

entails certain necessary evils, 'iuch as lack of- flexibility to intorporate

current data. Unless the organizational plan, la intention, inclUdes some

components that can accommodate flexibility, the faculty and students would

become helpless victims of a rigid program. In Figure 1; the flexible cym-

ponents are identified by single lines and the rigfd ones by double lines.

The telephone-based activities and the RSVP feedback process present the

greatest flexibility for the faculty to incorporate new ideas, modify earlier

prescriptions, and include additional meaningful'materials.

3. For a majority of students who decide to leirn at a distance, the decision

may not be by preference, but out of necessity of their life-patterns which

do not allow them to attend scheduled classes on campus. For these students,

then, time constraints should be minimal. As you can see in Figure I, stu-

dents are allowed variable times for entry and exit. Also, the time-fiXed

components (the shaded areas) are far less in proportion to the time-free

components (the unshaded atleas). For example, there is no time conspraint

for the student (staying at his own location) to use the RSVP system or the

-7-:
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twenty-four message recording systemi. Addittonally, since our model permits

variable times for entry and exit, back-up cassettes for three of the five

time-fixed componentsTV and radio broadcasts and review sessions are pro-.

vided, which, then, become time-free components. This option is available

if students are willing to travel to a campus or a local library.

4. One of the hardships of learning at a distance is learningthrough self-

'initiated effoots and in the absence- of two-way interaction. By design, the

model in Figure 1 incorporates provisions for two-way communication (two-

headed arrows, dotted or broken), and opportunities for the faculty to

initiate thg,interaction with the students. The telephone, for example, has

been used in a variety of ways to reach 8e students: Students, who are'

detected in the RSVP system to hae difficulty or to be high-risk possi-

bilities, are contacted over the telephohe by faculty. Through this prodess

the students and the faculty members can interact over the telephone. ,The

two explore the circumstances leading to unsatisfactory performance, and

ways to resolve the difficulties. Additionally, the telephone has 44,0 used

from home through phone-in open radio broadcasts where faculty can discuss

queStions-called in by students. This allows not only the individual stu-

dent to have questions answered, but provides the answers to other students

who are listening

Last, and by far the most significant aspect of learning at a distance (for

that matter in any mode) is the desirability of indil'Adualizing instruction

in accordance with learner needs. While the projects with high-risk students

(Anandam and Fleckman, 1977).accomplish this on a modest scale, a high degree

of individualization of instruction is achieved through RSVP.

.Those of you who followed closely the explanation of the model in Figure I would

have recognized that RSVP qualifies for allithe five principles emphasized in this

model - collaborative effort, flexible and time-free components, two-way comMunidation

-8-
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ind individualization-of instruction. _Ai/mentioned earlier, RSVP is seen as a

significant, integral and dynamic catponent of the academic program for distant

. learners at Miami-Dade CommuniV/Oollege.

COMPUTERIZEDCOMMUNICATION

Why is it that a computer system is considered as a significant, integral and
4111,

dynamic companent of'the instructional program for distant learners? Figure 2

illustrates the interactive process between student and faculty on a one-to-one basis

with the aid of the RSVP computer system. It presents the posiibilities.that exist

with the RSVP system. If students are making satisfactory progress in a unit, there

. is no need for them to complete'an alternate survey: They are given variable pre-

scriptions, if found.neceAa-ry, and prompted to proceed with the next unit. On the

other hand, students eXhibiting lack of understanding are encouraged to complete an'

alternate survey afterreading the spedialized materials being sent to them.

'There are several concomitant b'enefits which accrue tO students and faculty in
..

this type of'computerized communication. These are:

1. provide individualized instruction as and when students are ready;

2. maintain meticulous recqrd keeping;

3. free faculty time from management chores ta interact with students at a

distance;

4. provide invaluable data,for evaluating the effectiveness of the instructional

program for distant learners.

The student'is not penalized for the errors in answering the RSVP surveys.

Rather, the errors provide a unique opportunity to diagnose student difficulties. which

form the basis for variable prescriptions. Each faculty determines how to 'diagnose

student difficulties and develops appropriate presdriptions. RSVP carries cut the

faculty's plan to the letter, whether there be 50, 500 or 5000 students in the course.

The personal, human touch of the faculty is reflected in their style of writing the

7

variable prescriptions. .(Examples will be distributed.)

1
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The immediacy of feedback and the personal, individual attention given to the

students are repeatedly claimed by them as the mcst rewarding and satisfying experi_

enCe in college level courses. Term after tfarr, statistical analysis yielded a

significant positive correlation between level of particiatior '- RSVP SJrveys ird

level of performance in the course examinations ';inandam, 19'f. Aransi,"..

Figure 3 portrays this relationship for one terr-,
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